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COVID-19 forced retailers to face the reality that optimized returns management is vital to 

success. In 2020, goTRG managed more retail returns in larger sizes than ever before. Our 

data showed that overall returns increased by 10% year over year, e-commerce returns 

increased by 46%, and the actual size of items grew by 200%. 

Unsurprisingly, significant operational challenges ensued for everyone in the supply chain, 

including retailers, manufacturers, shipping carriers, and returns management companies. 

COVID-19 isn't responsible for every issue, but it certainly accelerated the inevitable tides of 

change in consumer behavior.

From small mom-and-pop shops to enterprise-level retailers– everyone had to rethink 

online and in-store returns policies, as well as their reverse logistics infrastructure to adjust 

to shifting consumer demand. Those who failed to adapt suffered tremendous losses. 

Apparel suffered the most, but no retail category was immune to forced evolution. 

Organizations that created a thoughtful returns policy and robust reverse strategy while 

implementing intelligent software and diversifying resale channels succeeded. Other 

retailers are still working out the kinks. 

As the dust from 2020 finally settles, we would like to offer valuable insights and advice for 

more profitable and sustainable returns in 2021.

• 2020 Changes in Consumer Returns

• 2021 Post-Holiday Returns 

• 2021 Predictions and Advice for Retailers

Intro
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No one expected a pandemic like COVID-19 to spread across the world, destroying 

industries, lives, and livelihoods in its path. For retailers, one of the most fundamental 

consequences was the heightened change in consumer behavior. Many people stopped 

shopping in stores due to closures or fear. Some shoppers still haven't returned to brick and 

mortar. As a result, online sales and returns rose tremendously. 

One of our core clients, the world's largest retailer, saw E-commerce sales jump 79% as 

foot traffic in stores declined. Another client, selling home improvement items, reportedly 

experienced an 80% growth in online orders. Understanding the implications of such a stark 

shift, retail giants invested heavily in order fulfillment and returns processing. The 

investment cost them near-term profits but ensured customers continued buying in a big 

way. 

Product mix, volume, and sizes
As e-commerce purchasing and returns grew, our data showed that product sizes also grew 

by orders of magnitude. Moreover, the product mix in 2020 looked a lot different than the 

year before. In the past, people generally purchased and returned smaller items online like 

apparel, health and beauty products, and kitchen and bath accessories. 

In 2020, quarantined Americans began nesting, working and studying from home, and 

finding new ways to entertain themselves. As a result, they purchased and returned items 

more than 200% larger in size, including furniture, appliances, and exercise equipment. 

Consumers also focused on stay-at-home things like gaming consoles and computers 

rather than new shoes for a party that didn't exist. To handle the exponential growth in 

product size, goTRG had to double our processing capabilities.

2020 Changes in Consumer Returns



The rise in refurbishment 
While Americans dashed to buy stay-at-home items, COVID restrictions forced 

manufacturing plants and shipping ports to close. High consumer demand coupled with 

scarce supply created the perfect storm for retailers to run out of stock. These international 

logistics issues meant consumers quickly lost access to the brand-new electronics, furniture, 

and workout equipment they wanted so badly. For fitness quarantiners, bicycles were the 

first to go. But even more obscure items like kayaks quickly disappeared from shelves. As a 

result, consumers opened their minds and wallets to the secondary market.  

goTRG conducted a COVID-19 retail survey in October that showed 68% of consumers had 

purchased at least one refurbished product from a secondary market in 2020. More than 

50% of millennials and Gen Z shoppers said they were willing to buy a refurbished product 

if the new one they wanted was out of stock. To add to that, nearly a third of consumers 

who said they wouldn't consider buying refurbished products changed their mind when 

discovering most second-hand goods cost 20% less on average. 

Stock shortages certainly helped accelerate the trend toward buying refurbished, but 

higher-quality standards, lower prices, and sustainability initiatives guarantee this trend will 

outlast the pandemic. In the past, people were understandably skeptical about refurbished 

electronics and equipment. They didn't want to risk receiving damaged goods from 

unauthorized resellers. Now, people are starting to realize these goods are highly desirable 

when they come from reputable aftermarket companies. Certified refurbishers put in 

significant effort to restore products to the manufacturer's original specifications and 

generally include a 1-year warranty, free shipping, and seamless returns. In most cases, 3rd 

party refurbishers even surpass original manufacturing standards by conducting a rigorous 

inspection, data-wiping, and sanitation to ensure the product is pristine, compliant, and 

functional. Unfortunately, there are no national refurbishment standards, but top-tier 

companies will lead the way in setting a high bar as the industry matures. 

We suggest everyone purchase refurbished items, especially younger generations who are 
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more open to used items and want to support sustainable commerce. A recent study by 

McKinsey showed GenZ consumers are the most educated group about unnecessary 

product waste. Younger shoppers also know buying refurbished products helps save those 

items from getting tossed in landfills. As more generations realize the positive 

environmental impact they can have by participating in the circular economy, the 

refurbished market will see even more rapid growth. Guilt-free shopping makes customers 

feel good and gives retailers another channel to repurpose returns without tarnishing their 

brand. 

Online sales growth
Even before the pandemic, online sales growth was accelerating. Even as the economy 

shrunk during COVID, online sales continued to climb. Retailers were generally prepared to 

fulfill those orders but fell short in handling the returns. Before COVID, retailers began 

employing Buy Online, Return in Store (BORIS) policies, allowing customers to order 

multiple product sizes and variations online without the stress of figuring out how to return 

their unwanted items. In 2020, data showed people shifted the way they returned items, 

seeking methods to avoid stores. goTRG, for example, processed 46% more e-commerce 

returns in 2020 than in 2019. As customers began shipping returns back to retailers, they 

added unbearable strain to the logistics network that was already struggling to keep up 

with the increase in sales. The network was swollen and ready to burst.   

Carrier issues
Some carriers had to leave parcels behind or delay shipments for weeks at a time. 

Prominent examples included Gap and Macy's, which faced temporary limits on shipping 

volumes after Thanksgiving. goTRG also suffered during the holidays when we averaged 

about 20,000 orders per day. In some cases, FedEx was only picking up 10% of our orders. 

Other freight carriers cut us off entirely without notice. These were frustrating realities, but 

logistics companies were doing their best to keep the network intact while handling an 

overwhelming shipment volume. Something had to give.  
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goTRG's data to-date shows a 21% rise in e-commerce returns along with as much as a 

300% increase in product size this season compared to last.  As a result, many organizations 

have taken up larger warehouse spaces to store and process bulkier items. By now, we've 

processed most of the holiday backlog and are generally back to normal operations. We 

expect, however, to continue managing remnants of the industry's post-holiday returns 

through the end of February. That's because online returns of bulkier items can take 3-4x 

longer to process than standard-sized returns. 

Fortunately, we've built a business in reverse logistics, and we're well equipped to handle 

the change. From our perspective, the 2021 post-holiday season returns cycle was manage-

able. However, omnichannel retailers who must manage online and in-store returns will be 

dealing with pieces of the industry's $70.5-billion-dollar holiday backlog for far longer. For 

example, Amazon and Walmart must process returns of all sizes from a vast web of vendors 

across the globe – each one with different requirements and restrictions.
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2021 Post-Holiday Returns 

“goTRG's data to-date shows a 21% rise in e-commerce 

returns along with as much as a 300% increase 

in product size this season compared to last.”



As we roll into 2021, most experts expect purchasing behavior to return to normal toward 

the second half of the year. BORIS  policies will rise again, and more retailers will establish 

curbside returns for those who prefer to stay home. 

In the meantime, organizations are still dealing with excess returns while trying to reduce 

reverse shipping costs. Each industry is facing unique challenges as well. Electronics, 

furniture, and sporting equipment operators are recovering from stock shortages, while 

apparel companies are dealing with the opposite problem – an immense amount of 

overstock inventory that lingers from a lackluster year of sales. 

In 2021, retailers must learn to quickly liquidate returns, distressed inventory, and overstock 

items and get these products back into the market as soon as possible. Why? If they wait, 

they will lose the original item's sale while also paying for warehouse space to hold these 

items. Fortunately, retailers can implement software, establish strategic partnerships, and 

work with Returns as a Service (SaaS) providers that specialize in returns management.

2021 Retail Returns Predictions and Advice 
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Strategies for Success 

1. Allow customers to return anything, anywhere

Consumers were acutely aware of retail challenges in 2020. goTRG survey data showed over 

25% of respondents felt the returns process worsened during the pandemic. 35% said they 

had issues getting refunds promptly, and many expressed frustrations about lack of clarity 

surrounding how and where to make a return. When retailers make returns difficult, 

customers flee to the next brand that promises a more seamless experience. 

In 2021, retailers should start creating systems that allow consumers to return anything, 

anywhere. In 5 years, they must have this infrastructure firmly in place. Omnichannel 

operators need to make it simple for customers to buy online and return in stores. 

Ecommerce companies without a physical footprint have to partner with retailers to accept 

their returns. They will see a vast profit value from following the model that Amazon and 

Kohl's established where eligible Amazon customers can return items in one of more than 

1,000 Kohl's locations. More recently, retailers have partnered with Simon properties to 

utilize concierge desks in malls as mini returns centers. Walmart just launched Carrier 

Pickup by FedEx, which allows customers to schedule returns pick-ups from their 

doorsteps. These innovative solutions represent the future of returns.   

2. Track returns and adjust accordingly

Retailers need to obsessively track who is returning and why to devise strategies to reduce 

the number while making the experience better for honest customers and preventing 

fraud and abuse. Bracketing, the act of buying products with the intent to return later, is up 

15% from last year. Fortunately, software exists to analyze customer data and track serial 

returners who may be committing fraud. 

Retailers can also implement AI to reduce the chances of returns taking place at all. 

SeekXR, an augmented reality (AR) software provider, reported a 25% decrease in returns 

with AR-guided purchases in a recent Freight Waves article. In the same article, Shopify said 

they saw a 40% decrease in returns due to 3D visualization.
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3. Improve the reverse logistics network

A successful returns management strategy requires retailers to tackle the expensive and 

complicated reverse logistics network. In particular, retailers must find a way to reduce costs 

related to last mile delivery - the transportation of goods from the distribution center to its 

final destination. Last mile delivery accounts for more than 53% of total shipping costs! To 

minimize this expense retailers must work diligently to find shorter, more optimized routes, 

consider working with reverse logistics companies, invest in technology, and negotiate lower 

shipping costs so they can keep offering free returns to customers. They also need to 

diversify their carrier portfolio so customers can choose the most convenient company to 

ship their unwanted items.

4. Embrace the secondary market

Some manufacturers are still reluctant to sell products on the secondary market for fear it 

will lessen their brand's value. Retailers can no longer accept that answer from their 

vendors. They must help educate manufacturers that resale channels are different markets 

that invite a diverse consumer base. 

Manufacturers shouldn't be afraid of refurbishing and reselling their products at a lower 

cost. Recovering value from overstock, used, and returned items is much more profitable 

than destroying those items. At goTRG, we've partnered with retailers and manufacturers 

who started with only 15% recovery margins. Their recoveries grew from 15% to 80% by 

embracing our secondary market strategy. But that model takes significant infrastructure, 

and retailers may not be equipped to establish it independently.  

5. Learn to outsource 

Retailers generally excel at forward sales and logistics, but many fall short on the reverse 

side. That's especially true for successful e-commerce vendors. They often do well on sites 

like Amazon, Shopify, and Walmart but have no idea how to manage returns. That's ok, but 

they need to find solutions before the returns problem grows alongside their business. To 

prevent unnecessary loss, sellers must calculate the impact of returns on their bottom line 
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and seek to minimize losses at all costs. Investment in outsourcing returns management will 

be well worth it. 

The bigger the retailer, the more critical it is to consider partnering with returns 

management companies. Organizations can work with 3PL companies to manage their 

reverse logistics strategies, software companies to optimize decision-making, and 

liquidation companies to help resell products. All of these independent services are 

important, but they only address one piece of a complicated puzzle. The most effective 

returns strategy requires an end-to-end approach that optimizes every step from 

omnichannel catalogs to contract management, to instore and online integration, to supply 

chain, resale, and finally, reconciliation. By marrying these segments, retailers can maximize 

financial rewards while minimizing environmental impact. 

goTRG Frankfort, KY
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We're confident that retailers will evolve for the better in 2021. Our biggest concern is that 

companies may follow e-commerce giants like Chewy and Amazon that are refunding 

customers and allowing them to keep unwanted items rather than shipping them back to 

returns centers. By making this returns option more mainstream, retailers avoid the 

short-term hassle of shipping, warehousing, and reselling, but they sacrifice profits and 

invite widespread fraud to ensue. More significantly, they contribute to greater waste as 

customers throw out the items they would have otherwise shipped back. 

 

As a child of the 90s, I remember listening to the slogan, reduce, reuse, recycle (in that 

order). That is the model under which goTRG operates. We don't want to touch just one 

part of the inefficient return's ecosystem. We want to solve the entire problem at every step 

along the way. We want to encourage people to return items to stores as long as they can 

do so safely. We want retailers to buy leaner and smarter. We want manufacturers to make 

products that last a lifetime. We also want organizations to maximize recoveries from the 

inevitable returns they'll receive and enable them to put those returns back into the supply 

chain instead of recycling them or throwing them out. That is our mission.

“As a child of the 90s, I remember listening to 

the slogan, reduce, reuse, recycle (in that order). 

That is the model under which goTRG operates.”

Conclusion

Sender Shamiss, CEO 
and Co-founder of goTRG




